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Motivation: Transit Timing Variations (TTVs) 
probe the gravitational interactions between 
planets and detect planetary masses in systems 
that complement Radial Velocity (RV). 

A Targeted TTV sample: Prior TTV analyses have 
focused on systems identified as having strong TTV 
signals from planet pairs near  first order mean 
motion resonances [1,2].  

These studies have missed many systems where 
TTVs are detectable at frequencies from near second 
order resonances, or synodic encounters (chopping) 
[3]. Prior studies have found huge diversity in the 
densities of low mass planets… planets as low as 4 
Mearth can range in size from 1.6 to 9.7 Rearth [4,5].  
    We searched the entire list of Kepler’s multis’ 
orbital periods and radii for likely super-Earth planets 
that would cause an expected TTV signal, assuming 
a planetary mass in Earth units: 
 
given the orbital periods, period ratios [2], and the 
median transit timing uncertainty for each perturbed 
planet [6]. Since TTV signals increase with orbital 
period, our characterized planets include some 
that are further, less massive and cooler than in 
prior studies. 

TTV Modeling: We performed numerical 
integrations and fits to our selected systems 
using the transit times of [6]. We compare our 
sample to Kepler’s multis and to prior planets 
characterized via TTVs. We then used stellar 
parameters to fully chacterize our target planets’ 
size, mass, density, equilibrium temperature, 
atmospheric scale height and transmission 
annulus.  
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Discussion: Beginning with planetary sizes and orbital 
periods, we have identified a sample of characterizable 
planets that were missed in transit timing catalogs. Some 
of these planets are too low in mass to be studied in RV, 
have long orbital periods for transiting planets, and have 
large atmospheric scale heights which may make them 
suitable for transmission spectroscopy with JWST. 

Mass Radius Diagram: Our sample shown with model 
planets of ice, rock and iron [9] includes several new 
rocky  and some low-mass low-density exoplanet 
characterizations.  

Density, Temperature and Scale Height:  
 

 
 

O u r s a m p l e ( r e d ) 
covers a range of stellar 
types (all Kepler multis 
in blue). Uncertainties 
[7] will come down a lot 
w i t h  G A I A d a t a , 
improving our planet 
characterizations.  

TTV samples (10,000) of dynamical masses (MCMC) 
in approximate Earth masses at the five planet 
system KOI-82. Each planet is identified by its orbital 
period. Despite an expected TTV signal in the planets 
orbiting at 7 and 10 days respectively, we obtain 
strong upper limits only on the planets orbiting at 5, 7 
and 22  days, and tight constraints overall on the 
planets orbiting at 10 and 16 days. These two planets 
were both detected in RV by [8], and our results 
agree with their data but further constrain the 
planetary masses and densities. 

   Example Results from a Five Planet System: 

We found few  low-density planets at high 
temperature and few high density planets at 
cool temperatures (no Earth-like planets). 

Estimated atmospheric scale height (above) 
assuming equilibrium temperature, albedo=0, 
and a mix of H/He. Estimated transmission 
annulus depth (below). 
 


